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Get ready for a season of target practice, calibration, and maybe some friendly competition 
with Daniel Defense®. This premium brand offers new firearms and accessories to get your gun 
range-ready. 
 

 
 
Is it time for a new rifle, like the Daniel Defense® M4A1? Or maybe you’re looking for some 
accessories to add convenience to your next trip to the range? Daniel Defense® even has gear 
made just for you to round out a good day at the gun range. Here are a few ways Daniel 
Defense® can help make your summer range days even better this year. 
 
Ready for a New AR15-Style Rifle? 
 
If you’ve been thinking about adding a new AR15-style rifle to your gun safe, it might be time to 
pull the trigger. Summer is a great time to bring a new firearm into the fold. Summer can give 
you ample opportunity to take your new firearm to the range to put it through its paces and 
calibrate it to fit your needs. 
 
A new Daniel Defense® M4 carbine, like the M4A1, is a great platform for range shooting. Add 
your own optics, and you’ll be all set for an afternoon of target practice with your friends and 
family.  
 
Bulk Up Your Ammunition  
 
You want to spend your range day shooting, not sitting around reloading magazines. Take care 
of your ammo-loading chores ahead of time with the bulk magazine options from Daniel 
Defense®. Show up with a dozen fully loaded mags ready to go, and you can start training while 
your buddies are still counting rounds.  
 
Having extra mags ready to go for your Block 2 M4—or any firearm—adds convenience to any 
range trip. Plus, it can be nice to have extra mags locked in your gun safe. It comes down to 
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saving time and getting more out of your firearms experience whether you’re at the gun range, 
competition, or anywhere else.  
 
Show Your Daniel Defense® Devotion with Gear Perfect for the Range 
 
Want to show off your Daniel Defense® devotion at the range? Click over to the Daniel 
Defense® lifestyle store. You can find everything you need to get range-ready in Daniel 
Defense® style! Check out their lineup of graphic tees, hoodies, and hats.  
 
No trip to the outdoor range is complete without a good hat to help keep the sun out of your 
eyes while you’re target shooting. With so many hats to choose from, you can find the one that 
matches your style to a T. It might even become your new everyday hat! 
 
Get ready for summer at the range with https://danieldefense.com/  
 
Original Source: https://bit.ly/3yP0XVO  
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